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NEWS RELEASE
DRS Adds Professional Services to Global Bioscience Client’s Clinical Studies Operation
New DRS Responsibilities Include Worldwide Study Records Collection and Paper Files Quality Control
UNION, NJ – January 14, 2015: Last February, Data Reduction Systems announced implementation and
deployment of its electronic Trial Master File document collection and audit readiness software for a global
bioscience company. Now less than a year later, the companies are partnering once again, this time with the
global firm taking on DRS’ Professional Services to ensure improved QC options of submitted records, correct
errors as they occur and proactively monitor CROs on their behalf as the sponsor company.
With a year’s experience working with DRS personnel and enjoying the benefits of the DRS eTMF software, the
company decided to turn over the collection of worldwide study records to DRS Professional Services. Doing so
required only a minor modification to the installed software. In a matter of only a few weeks, DRS was able to take
over the processing as if they were an extension of the internal Clinical Document area at sponsor site. Internal
resources were now free to work on studies and with CRO partners instead of document management tasks. DRS
Professional Services meant timely submission of worldwide records, ongoing training and management of sponsor
CROs and assurance of good submission results.
DRS eTMF software is marketed by DRS under the DRS eTMF OneSource brand.
About DRS
Founded in 1985, Data Reduction Systems (DRS) has long been at the forefront as a specialist in cross-industry
information management technologies and services. Developed specifically for the life sciences, DRS eTMF
OneSource is an integrated system of technologies and services for clinical studies departments. At the heart of
the system is a single electronic Trial Master File repository that centralizes study documents from all locations
into one location, with a properly documented chain of custody, whether electronic or paper submission. While
the DRS eTMF OneSource solution preserves high quality levels, it has also proven to be a more streamlined, time
saving approach to the preparation and submission of regulatory documentation. This typically results in
compressed study completion times, accelerated patent enrollments and bringing remedies more quickly to
market for those patients in need.
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